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BSNews
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Barlo Granted European
Radiator Patent
GLENELCO WIN SERVICES DESIGN AWARD
He expects to be in a position
to unveil his plans shortly.
This, the first issue of
BSNews for 1992, sees the
introduction of a number of
new seIies. They are
BSNews Better Business;
and A Walk On The Light
Side.
See Contents for further
details.
New Series
personality, company director
and shareholder - whose
name has become
synonymous with that of his
company - departs to seek a
new challenge?
Despite the many rumours
doing the rounds, Michael told
BSNews as we went to press
that he has left Walkers on
the best of terms.
Significantly, he will retain his
company shareholding while
he has also agreed to a 3-
month consultancy peIiod to
allow for a smooth transition
to the new management
structure (see page 2).
Michael Buckley
Leaves Walker
Michael Buckley - who had
been with Walker Air
Conditioning for almost 20
years - shocked the industry
just pIior to ChIistmas with
the announcement of his
resignation from the company
to pursue other business
opportunities.
The short terse statement
from Walkers raised more
questions than it gave
answers but then, what more
can be said when a
establishing joint-venture
manufacturing concerns with
other European
manufacturers and/or at
licensing the technology.
As we went to press Tom
Walsh, Executive Director of
the Jones Group
Manufacturing Division with
particular responsibility for
Tube Rollers and Runtalrad.
told us that opposition
proceedings have been
lodged against the granting
of the European patent.
Peter Walsh, Senior Engineer, Glenelco, who were responsible for the
BETA Award winning building services installation for the AIB Branch
Office in Ballymena, Co Antrim. Glenelco were the only services
engineers from the Republic of Ireland to design a winning installation in
the Awards scheme for 1991. Full story page 2.
involved to the European
Patents Office, the decision
again coming down in favour
of BIian Mooney and Barlo
Group plc who acquired the
ownership of the technology
the previous July.
This turn of events came
about as a direct consequence
of Barlo's acquisition of the
MerIiott commercial radiator
manufactUring plant in
Thurles, a company set up by
BIian Mooney some time after
he had terminated his
association with the Jones
Group in 1985.
At the centre of the disputes
was a new device for sealing
and welding flat metal tubes
and heat exchangers (which
form the basic components of
tubular radiators) and a
mechanical process which
enables continuous automatic
assembly of the various
components of these
radiators.
The potential value of the
technology is said to be
conSiderable as it is
universally recognised as
being higWy-innovative.
Consequently, it is much
sought-after, its value being
enhanced by the fact that the
patents apply to Ausbia,
Belgium, Switzerland,
Germany, France, Italy. the
UK and Holland, in addition of
course to Ireland.
Barlo is now using the
technology in Clonmel to
produce commercial radiators
which are marketed under the
MerIiott brand. Current
output is for lIish and UK
consumption but Barlo are
understood to be looking to
Europe with a view to
Following a four year battle
for the patent Iights to an
exclusive lIish technology for
manufacture of
,nercial radiators, the
European Patents Office in
Munich has made a decision
in favour of the Barlo Group
at the expense of the Jones
Group.
The technology was invented
by BIian Mooney duIing a
peIiod in the early 1980s
when he had an association
with the Jones Group. He
subsequently made patent
applications to the lIish
Patent Office in February of
1984 and to the European
Patent Office in 1985, both of
which were granted in May
1989.
However, in April of 1987 the
Jones Group challenged the
outing of the lIish patent.
_.-re followed detailed legal
submissions from all the
parties involved, the
Controller of the lIish Patents
Office finally issuing his
judgement on 15 March 1990.
He declared that the
ownership of the technology
rested with BIian Mooney.
Similarly, detailed
submissions were made by all
Ray Clinton who has been
appointed Manager, Grant
Inspection Unit, lOA.
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Specify Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning and breathe new life
into any building.
Mitsubishi Electric gives you far
more flexibility when you specify
air conditioning.
We offer the largest range of
models that have the most
important technical advances as
standard.
These include four-way direct-
ional control, automatic condens-
ate removal and a suction line
thermal switch ;
to avoid icing up.ls
In addition, the
Mitsubishi Electric
range gives you a
choice of ceiling cassette, floor
standing, wall and ceiling mounted
models. So you can match the
system perfectly to the layout of
the building.
Mitsubishi electric micropro-
cessor technology also allows up
to 50 units to be controlled from
one location. And the outdoor heat
pump units, which can be conve-
niently installed up to 50 metres
an environ-
ment friendly
chargeless refrigerant system.
Talk to Mitsubishi Electric. About
the quietest and
most reliable
high-performance
air conditioning on
the market.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
rvices Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
BSNews, Jnauary 1992 1
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TRADE NEWS
After 21 years of successful trading in the UK. Chaffoteaux-et-Maury has decided that 1992 is the
time for accelerated growth into the hish market with their range of high quality heating and hot
water products for both domestic and commercial applications.
As and from January 1992, Eurogas Ltd from Bray, Co Wicklow, have taken over the distribution
arrangements for ChafToteaux products, including spare parts.
Eurogas have formed a new domestic division to provide the same quality of service that they offer
the commercial market. They are about to launch an aggreSSive sales campaign throughout 1992
that will include a free-of-charge commissioning service with all Chaffoteaux products sold in
Ireland.
For further details contact Pat CUITan or Des Prendergast of Eurogas.
Concrete examples of new
technological developments
in the production,
distribution and emission
of heat and cold were
displayed on the stands at
Interclima.
The most ingenious of
these products caught the
attention of the judges in
the Innovation Competition
and received awards.
Among the prizewinning
products were the
Coussement boiler (Gold
Flame Award) and the e
Megatherm energy
recuperation system (Silver
Flame Award) and the
temperature and humidity
gauge from Jules Richard
Instruments (Bronze Flame
Award).
Also presented at
Interclima was the Green
Star Trophy, This was
awarded to the
refrigeration engineers
recovering the largest
quantity of CFC's between
1 June and 30 September
1991.
Trade visitors also found
the lime to spend a half or
full day (or even longer) at
the seminars organised at
Interclima.
Robert Molloy, TD Minister for Energy, presents The Irish Standard
Certificate (IS266) for gas pipe production to Des Byrne, Managing
Director, Wavin Ireland Ltd.
Record
Attendance at
Interclima 91
A total of 134,693 trade
visitors came to Interclima,
the International Heating,
Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Exhibition,
held at the Paris Exhibition
Centre at Porte de
Versailles between 12 and
16 November 1991. This
was an increase of 22.96%
over the 1989 figure of
109,545.
With the Single European
Market just around the
corner, it was not
surprising that 15,476
came from abroad and
accounted for 11.49% of
the total.
Northern Ireland
Electricity; Keane Harley,
Electricity Supply Board,
Dublin; Alan Edgar,
Department of Industrial
Science.
The Installation won
Category 1 of the BETA
Awards 1991 for Northern
Ireland and went into the
National Award Scheme for
the UK. Glenelco were the
only service engineers from
the Republic of Ireland to
design a winning
installation in the BETA
Walker Air Appointments
CHAFFOTEAUX-ET- EUROGAS
Glenelco, the Dublin-based
electrical and mechanical
services engineers, were
responsible for designing
the award-winning
building services
installation for the AlB
Branch in Ballymena, Co
Antrim.
The judging panel was
made up of Brian Watson,
Chartered Institute of
Building Services
Engineers; Peter ScoU,
Royal Society of Ulster
Architects; Mervyn Spence,
Glenelco Award-
Winning Installation
Pat Byrne pictured with Stewart Roche and Kieran Butler.
T Stewart Roche has been appointed group Managing Director of Walker
Air Conditioning. Stewart has been with Walkers for 15 years and now
has responsibility for the whole of the WAC Group.
Patrick Byrne, Sales Manager and Kieron Butler, C.Eng, Dip. Prj. Man., will
be responsible for the sales and service departments respectively, of the
Dublin Air Conditioning Office, reporting to Stewart Roche.
Pat has over 15 years experience of the air conditioning market and has
been with Walker Air conditioning for the past four years. Kieran, who
recently achieved an MBA with UCD, has been with the company five
years.
2 BSNews, January 1992
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TRADE NEWS
Heatovent Move
Heatovent has completed its move to new premises and
is now located at Greenhills Road, Dublin 12.
Telephone numbers and fax remain the same, being
01 -- 508166 and 01 - 508501 respectively.
The new premises has been purpose-designed to
ensure a totally-professional product package and
service from Heatovent .
Additionally, the new showroom will incorporate a large
section devoted to sanitary ware. This is a new addition
to the Heatovent product portfolio and one which
complements the already-established heating and
insulation lines.
BSNews will have a full report on the new building in
our next issue.
Taney
Technical
Presentation
Taney Distributors held a
technical/product
presentation evening in the
Engineers Club, Clyde
Road, Dublin 4 recently
with attracted a capacity
attendance.
The aim of Managing
Director Pat Gaffney was
twofold - (1) to introduce
Vaillantand (2) to launch
two new additions to the
Pat Gaffney, Managing Director, Taney Distributors with Steve Davis,
National Sales Manager, Valor Heating.
Jim Hoyle, Sales &Marketing Manager, Vaillant; with Pat Gaffney,
Managing Director Taney Distributors; and Peter Sykes, Regional
Manager, Vaillant.
WITH FLA GES FOR ONNECTION TO DUCTING.
DENT FANS IN A GALVANISED STEEL HOUSING
WHY WE'RE THE BEST DOUBLE ACT
AROUND...MOST COMPREHENSIVE RA!"GE OF TWI FANSGEMINI FROM ROOF UNITS GROUP IS THE
AVAILABLE TODAY. ALL ARE COMPLETE WITH WHICH OFFERS 16 MODELS ALL POWERED BY QUIETPACK OFFERS A RA GE OF TWI
RUN AND STANDBY FANS WITH DUTIES ZHIEL-ABEGG EXTERNAL ROTOR MOTOR WITH FANS USING ACOUSTICALLY INSULATED
SPA NI 'G A PERFORMANCE RANGE AERODY AMICALLY DESIGNED IMPELLERS. CASINGS FOR APPLICATIONS WHERE VERY
FROM 0.019M'/SEC TO 3·5 M '/SEC. Inline Duct Fans ARE OVERED BY QUIET OPERATION IS IMPORTA T.
Roof Extract Installations ARE POWER LINE A D QUIETPACK. 'G'SERIES FANS ARE THE MOST POWERFUL
CATERED FOR WITH THE G2B RANGE POWERLINE TDF USES n'l'o INDEPE - AND RELIABLE SMALL n'l'IN UNITS ON THE
MARKET. AVAILABLE FOR SURFACE, FLUSH AND
PRIOR TO POWER
MOTOR PROTECTION AS STANDARD A D
MADEBETO
ROOF UNITS GROUP
AN ILLARY EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE.
ALL GEMINI TWIN UNITS HAVE HOT SPOT
DUCT MOU 'TING, THEY ARE DESIG ED TO
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (01) 303222 FAX: 30B888 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 453329 FAX: 450412
5
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Marley Process
Cooling at Pfizer
Marley Cooling Tower company has been awarded the
contract to supply Pflzer Phannaceutica1s Production
Corporation in Co Cork with fIve of its Series NC 8600
cooling towers.
The Marley towers, in a 3-cell and 2-cell combination,
are of induced draught crossflow type, which allows for
complete access to the tower, permits inspection
dUring operation and simplifies cleaning procedures.
Marley NC 8600 Series towers are factory-assembled
for immediate on-line operation, and for overseas
orders and where access is limited, the towers are
supplied in a sub-assembly form.
This particular series of tower has been specillcally
designed in sympathy with environmental issues such
as noise control, careful water usage and energy
conservation.
.Continuedftom page 3
Valor range.
Senior representatives
from both Vaillant and
Valor were in attendance
and they co-hosted the
presentation with Pat.
On display were the Valor
fIxed-flue, high-efficiency
models - The Dream and
The Black Beauty; and
Vailant's full range of fIve
combi boilers, eight thermo
compact boilers and a
selection of water heaters.
Approximately 80 people
were in attendance,
represented among them
Bord Gais installers,
contractors and
consultants.
David Ross, Manager, Industrial Electronics Di~ision, Mitsu~ishi Electric
with Clement Whiriskey of Whiriskey Refrigeration who received ~he. .
company's Marketing Excellence Award;. Mr Masao ~ishi~ura, MltsublShl
Electric Managing Director; Fergus Madlgan, Managing Dlr~tor~ .
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland; and Mike Sheehan, Manager, MltsublShl
Electric Air Conditioning Division.
Brian Hunter, Bel Air Refrigeration, who received the Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning Distributor of The Year Award pictured with Mr Masao
Nishimura, Fergus Madigan and Mike Sheehan.
4 BSNews. January 1992
Kingspan
Veha
Announce
Expansion at
Wicklow
With demand in the UK up
threefold and sales for the
home market also showing
a consistent increase,
Kingspan Veha are to
introduce a 2-shift system
at its manufacturing plant
in Wicklow.
The company has also
earmarked nearly
£300.000 for additional
investment in plant and
eqUipment to supplement
the state-of-the-art
pressing and folding
machinery already in use
throughout thefactory.
Staff relations within the
plant are at an all-time
high, the introduction of
modem work practices
benefitting all concerned.
The resulting high morale
has led to peak efficiency
and the smooth phasing in
of the SMED (single-
minute-change-of-diel
manufacturing process
whereby stocks produced
are to the just-in-time
principle.
It also leads to far greater
production capability and
an infinitely-variable
flexibility. This is
particularly important in
today's marketplace where
customised units are often
called for and where the
lead time from order
placement to site
requirement can at time
be just a mere matter 0
days.
This "specials" ability has
been put to the test on a
number of occasions
recently, John Stack,
Managing Director of
Kingspan Veha, being very
pleased with - and proud
of - the manner in which
they were able to respond.
Obviously. quality control
is also very much improved
by virtue of these changes.
Even where a problem does
arise, the nature of the
production process is such
that it comes to light
almost immediately.
Hence the Kitemark,
German DIN and ISO 9000
approvals.
Kingspan Veha also has its
own in-house research
personnel who are
constantly engaged in
design and development
programmes.
New products recently
introduced include a range
low-surface-temperature
panels and a cosmetic
grille covering intended to
go around the edges of
double radiators so that
they can better
complement the interior
design of the environment
they are placed in
6
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Apex Fire Golf Outing
Apex Fire Protection staged a successful and well-
attended annual golf outing, at the Old Conna Club in
the Co Wicklow recently. Over 30 played on this
testing course where the greens were in fIrst class
condition despite recent heavy rain.
Overall winner was Michael Leane, a 9 handicapper,
returning an excellent 41 points.
A memorable meal was enjoyed in the Old Conna
Clubhouse with the prize-giving handled by Apex
Chairman Alex Wadkin and Managing Director Sean
Flood.
Contractors
Get Those
Forms Back!
Once again BSNews would
like to remind all
contractors (and heating
merchants of course) of the
Kingspan Veha/IDHE
Heating Merchant of the
Year Award.
The concept behind the
Scheme is to reward
heating merchants who
endeavour to provide a
professional, efficient
service to encourage and
motivate those whose
standards need improving.
Nomination forms are now
available at the trade
counter of all reputable
heating merchant outlets!
Contractors are urged to
fill them in and see that they are
returned tothe IDHE Secretary,
IDHE, clO 101 Trees ROad, Mount
Merrion Co Dublin.
Clyde Warm
Air Heaters
Clyde Systems Ltd are sole
stockists in the Republic for
Combat oil-fIred and gas-fIred
air heaters. They stock a
complete range of free-
standing units, together with a
large stock of gas-fIred unit
heaters ranging from 100,000
btu/hr to 600,000 btu/hr.
The Clyde/Combat range of
oil-fIred and gas-fIred unit
heaters comprises cabinet type
units which feature an in-built
burner. They have the added
advantage of being pre-wired
- all controls are incorporated
within the unit which
necessitates no messy,
external wiring. In addition,
the heaters incorporate top
flue outlets which require less
space.
Prices are said to be extremely
competitive.
Clyde Systems Ltd are also
joint agents in the Republic of
Ireland for Powrmatic and
stock a complete range of
Powrmatic equipment, again
which are supplied at very
competitive prices.
Both the Combat and
Powrmatic ranges are available
ex-stock.
Eleanor Robinson, who has
been appointed Parkray Area
Sales Manager for Northern
Ireland.
(no. 1)
HEATING AND COOLING ;FULL GAS
ROBUR HEATING: HOW TO KEEP HOT AIR DOWN
I~
~---'II 11.00 22'~
11
I!
11 6.00"'19.6' ~
r~! 3.00"'18"11 1.50 ... 16.5'I I ~
I ! I 1.00"'16"
The thermal gradient in warehouses 11 metres high is
some 6°e (O.6°e per metre).
see "The Robur System" booklet
HEATING IN EUROPE SPEAKS . ..
PlCElUR
ROBUR S.p.A. Zingonia, Be,gamo ITALY.
Sole distributor for EIRE and N.IRELAND: MeA GAS LTD inC. Bnan MulhareAssoclates Ltd.
112c Lower Ba990t StreetDublin 2. Tel: 01·614 803 Fax: 01-610 920
SPAI,..
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A REAL DREAM!
J-Dream is a shower box with
hydromassage and steam bath
incorporating all the
inventiveness, styling and
technology one would expect of
anything by Jacuzzi. The shower
has several positions and
waterfall effect while the control
panel is fitted with heads and
safety heat-resistant, crystal
sides. Details from Arcon. Tel
01-541384; Fax: 01-544220.
Fernox has introduced its first
universal central heating
cleanser. Fernox has a policy of
continued product development
and the latest result of this is
Superfloc, the first universal
cleanser, which does the job of
three "traditional" cleansers - it
is used as a pre-commission
cleanser; as a general purpos
cleanser for systems of any age;
and even as a boiler descaler.
Hence, whatever the cleansing
problem is within an average
heating system, one litre of new
Superfloc is usually the answer.
It is near neutral, does not gas in
use, and can be left in the
systems running under normal
heating cycles during the
cleanse, thereby giving
considerable savings on labour
time.
New Superfloc also results in a
much reduced stock holding, and
ease of product selection - one
cleanser does the job of three
traditional types.
Details from Hevac Ltd, 70/72
Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01-301211; Fax:01-301990.
FERNOX
HEATING
CLEANSER
part of this "complete service"
package.
Season Control Ltd are based at
51/52 Cork Street, Dublin 8.
Season Control Ltd has just
published its new, up-to-date
product brochure for '92. This
publication provides full details
and information on just some of
the wide range of products
available from the company
covering the air conditioning,
filtration and ventilation
industries.
Presently registered as an
applicant for ISO 9000 Award.
Season Control manufactures to
specification Longford Ventilator
grilles, louvres, diffusers, panel
and bag filter products, flexible
ducting, volume control dampers,
etc, etc.
With increased environmental
awareness and a greater demand
for higher standards in working,
living and social environments,
Season Control will also provide
technical and engineering advice .
for air conditioning, filtration and
ventilation requirements, free of
charge. Quotations and
estimates are also provided as
SEASON
CONTROL '92
CATALOGUE
fully-programmable dispensing
unit.
Copies are available free from
Autoclude, Arisdale Avenue,
South Okendon, Essex RM15
5DP. Tel: 03-0708 856125/6.
Fax: 03-0708 857366
Autoclude has published its full-
colour 1992 catalogue featuring a
range of pumps for science,
industry and equipment design.
The unique feature of the
Autoclude peristaltic pump is that
of a "snap-in" cartridge pre-
loaded with pump tube which is
fitted to the pump head in
seconds. These inexpensive and
autoclavable cartridges make
tube changing quick, precise and
simple and avoid the need for
dismantling pump heads.
A variety of models is available
for use in industry and science
including variable flow, with or
without digital read out and a
6 BSNews. Nanuary 1992
AUTOCLUDE
PUMPS
Dwyer has recently added
Proximity Controls' rotary position
indicating switches to their full-
line catalogue of pressure, flow,
level and temperature controls.
New bulletin E-80 describes a
wide selection of the most
popular Proximity products which
are now stocked for off-the-shelf
delivery by Manotherm Ltd.
Models described include; simple
open/closed valve position
indicators; indicators with single
or multi-point switch actions using
SPOT or DPDT snap switches; or
hermetically sealed SPST reed
switches, for control functions;
and potentiaometric and two-wire,
4-20 mA transmitters for multi-
turn valves or continuous signal
feedback.
Compact, low-cost design
includes integral explosion-proof
and weather proof construction;
UL, CSA, and CENELEC
approvals.
Over 1000 mounting kits are
available to assure a perfect fit on
nearly any valve or actuator.
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4
Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-522355; Fax: 01-516919.
INDICATING
SWITCHES
PRODUCTS
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This is the first of an occasional series
of articles in which BSNews takes
readers on a walk on the lighter side of
life. Subjects to be covered will vary
enormously but will, in the main, be
industry-related. This month's offering
is the perfect introduction.
Toilet
Factory Art
The American lavatory was first honoured by
the art world in 1929, when New York's
Metropolitan Museum of Art displayed a
Kohler Company art-deco toilet in its
hallowed halls as part of an architecture
exhibition. Appropriately, this marriage of
art and ablutions continues today at
Kohler's headquarters, the only toilet
factory in the USA with an artists-in-
residence programme.
Alongside its usual array of hot-
tubs, urinals and custom-made
fixtures, the assembly line at
Kohler's 191-acre production
centre north of Milwaukee
regularly chums out abstract
sculptures, figurative mosaics and
sundry surreal creations
dreamed up by a handful of
artists who toil in the company's
pottery and iron foundry.
Kohler's workers were initially
apprehensive about this
invasion of college-educated
conceptualist
when the artist-
in-residence programme began
in 1974. Being small-town Mid-
Westerners, the factory
employees had a higher regard
for the double-flush toilet than
for post modernist sculpture,
and letting unskilled aesthetes
hang out near vats of
2500-degree molten
metal seemed risky. "I
think people had a
stereotypical image of
the artist as kind of
flaky," admits Ruth
Kohler, the
granddaughter of the
company's founder and
director of the artists
programme. An artist
herself, Kohler initially
had trouble convincing
management to accept the idea, even though
her brother Herbert was chief executive
officer. She says,'They still ask me: what's
in this for us?"
What's in it for Kohler, the biggest plumbing
equipment and sanitary ware company in
America, with annual sales of $1.4 billion, is
great public relations. A unique cultural
exchange takes place on the shopfloor,
where Kohler workers learn a bit about art
and artists develop an awe for industry's
creative capacities.
Ann Agee, a Yale-educated painter and
sculptor from New York, calls Kohler's
pottery production-line "the most amazing
studio space you could ever have. Those
kilns are three football fields long: you feed
you work in at one end and it comes out
three days later".
Texan sculptor Chris Weaver recalls being he
first intimidated by and then addicted to the
24-hour frenzy of the Iron-foundry, where
his animal forms are moulded next to
fountains and faucets;
Kohler selects about 15 artist a year and
accommodates them at four at a time in a in
a communal house in the local village. The
National Endowment for the Arts chips in
some money, but Kohler picks up most of
the tab for their weekly stipend and
materials. Some factory veterans are
skeptical about the creations coming off
their production-line a cast-iron stomach, an
"executive urinal" with ceramic telephone, a
two-ton polar bear and a 15-foot wall of
toilet tanks. But many of the employees have
become fond of the artists and developed
eclectic art collections at home.
In turn, industry
has exerted its
influence on art.
Agee decorated a
Kohler toiler with a
tableau of local
scenes and
installed a 20-foot
ceramic mural of
the workers in the
factory. Weaver is
designing a "functional object"
- a barbecue shaped like a life
sized deer. This project has
ignited the interest of Kohler's
factory workers, keen hunters
and even keener barbecuers,
who have suggested many
design modifications to the
antlers, ears, vents and
frregrate.
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Unvented
Hot Water Systems
• Quick and easy to install - less
pipework and ancillary products.
Choice of locations - garage,
• kitchen, bedroom, bathroom.
• No more frozen pipes and
leakages.
• More powerful shower.
• Better control of mixer taps.
• More hygienic water
when mains fed closed
system.
• Wider choice of taps -
including aerated taps.
• Less noise - no tank
refilling.
• Pressure maintained wh
more than one terminal .:J
opened.
• All the safety components
are pre-adjusted and
factory assembled.
~oppercraft Ltd.
Coppercraft Ltd., Kylemore Park West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Tel: (01) 626 5146, (01) 6265147 Fax: (01) 626 5813
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While the Companies (Amendment) Act, 1986requires all limited companies to file accountswith the Registrar of Companies, it's
understandable that - for very genuine (above board)
personal and commercial reasons - many find this
obligation something of an imposition. However, it is
the law and must be complied with. Nonetheless,
there are various ways of fulfilling that legal
requirement while, at the same time, limiting the
information being disclosed. In this, the first of a new
series called BSNews Better Business, we give a brief
synopsis of the legal requirement on limited
companies in respect of filing accounts while also
advising on possible - legal - ways of limiting the
information given.
'
There are no filing concessions for large
companies, who must disclose the same details to
the public as they would to their shareholders.
,
Filing
Requirements
on Annual
Accounts
Under the provisions ofthe Companies(Amendment) Act,
1986, all limited companies
are required to file accounts
with the Registrar of
Companies. The amount of
information to be presented
for public inspection will vary
according to the size of each
company.
There are no filing
concessions for large
companies, who must
disclose the same details to
the public as they would to
their shareholders.
Medium sized bodies are
required to file a profit and
loss account with notes,
together with an abridged
balance sheet and notes to
the accounts while small
companies need present only
an abridged balance sheet
and certain notes to the
accounts.
However, in all cases the
information disclosed must
give a true and fair view of
the company's affairs.
So, how does a company
limit the information it wants
to disclose? The most
effective way to ensure that
no details whatsoever are
disclosed for public
knowledge is to convert the
status of the company from
limited to unlimited, as
unlimited companies do not
come within the scope of the
Act. Obviously though, the
advantages to be gained
from non-disclosure of
financial information
compared to the loss of
limited liability will need to be
carefully considered before
such a course of action is
taken.
If the company is a
subsidiary of another
company which is
incorporated in the European
Community, it may opt -
under certain conditions
which include the giving of a
guarantee by the parent
company over all the
liabilities and losses of the
subsidiary for the financial
year in question - to file its
parent's group accounts
instead of its own.
As the company's accounts
would form only part of
consolidated figures, it would
be difficult for a member of
the public to draw any useful
information from the
consolidated accounts.
Companies which are in the
same group and are required
to file information under the
large or medium
classifications may be able to
reduce their obligations to
those of a single, small
company by the introduction
of a non-trading holding
company.
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AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS & COMPUTER ROOM
OUTFITTERS SUPPLIERS OF AIR CONDITIONING UNITS AND
ACCESS FLOORING CONDENSERS AND CHILLERS
INDUSTRIES
PACKAGED LIQUID COOLER UNITS
with water and air cooled condenser
with SCREW TYPE COMPRESSOR
• SUPER ROTOR compressor, • Multi-circuits,
• Reliable and performant conception,
• Control by microprocessor, • Minimum floor space,
• Low noise level,. Easy maintenance,
• Easy installation, • Low setting-up cost,
• Packaged unit, • Factory tested.
INDUSTRIES
ROOF-TOP HEAT PUMPERS AND AIR
CONDITIONER RANGE 10Kw - 154Kw.
ROOF-TOP AIR CONDITIONER
These packaged or split units allow a very flexible use and they
are particularly suitable to air-condition large industrial or trading
premises.
Their advantages of use and installation are numerous:
- Mounted on a prefabricated roof-curb, they are easily
incorporated to the roof during building.
-The unit is quickly put into service by simply laying in top of the
roof-curb, a short time before using the building (no need of
capital assets, no damages during the building works.
-Oversized heat exchangers result in low operating expenses,
and trouble free, long lasting operation, mainly in heat pumps.
-Possibility to delay the investment, by installing the split units in
two steps: ,
* first the air handling equipment with classic heating,
* later the air conditioning and refrigeration units thanks to
modular design.
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
"WALL SPIT-SYSTEM"
RANGE 2Kw - 80Kw.
D·C· (9mputeAr"Ud.
D.C.C.A. House, Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Telephone: 392366/321498/321499/392101. Fax: 392343.
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PRODUCT REVIEW
AIR CONDITIONING
Despite
Volume Real
Growth is
Hampered by
Poor Margins
In reviewing the air conditioningmarket in Ireland for 1991 andlooking at the trend and
influences for 1992, there are
three major factors which emerge,
writes Michael Buckley •.
The first is that there is a common
consensus that there is sufficient
work available and that, from a
volume point of view, 1992 need
be no worse than 1991.
However, the second point to
emerge is that the margins on
projects are ridiculously low.
Margins have been dropping in
general over the last number of
years and every year the industry
has said that it can go no lower or
people will go to the wall.
Margins are still going lower and
yet everybody seems able to
survive. Unless more corrective
action is taken on margins to
allow the industry to do more than
just survive, there will inevitably
be casualties.
A third and more difficult factor to
analyse is the influence of
overseas work on the Irish
market. For a number of years
Irish contractors have been
placing orders with their local
suppliers for the business
overseas. It is felt that this is an
important contribution to the Irish
market as, without it, some of the
specific market sizes could be as
much as halved.
Air Handling Units
In reviewing some of the
individual product centres let us
start with the central station air
handling units. It is estimated that
this sector has a value
somewhere between £6 million
and £7 million in the air
conditioning market with maybe a
further £3 million to be added to
this for the air handling unit
manufacturers if the heating and
ventilation market is included.
This market is dominated by two
main Irish manufacturers with one
or two other smaller Irish
manufacturers emerging recently.
What was significant in 1991 -
and it appears this will continue in
1992 - in the air handling unit
market is that imports have
increased. This has been
achieved by the importers having
to reduce their margins in order to
gain a foothold and some market
share. Very often the reason for
an imported unit being used is
that a package has been offered
by a particular supplier. Normally,
this will happen on an industrial
project rather than a commercial
one, where the specification can
be particularly tight.
This is a trend which will probably
continue in 1992 as major projects
will tend to be high-quality, high-
spec, operation.
Liquid Chillers
Liquid chillers are the second item
to be reviewed. Nineteen ninety
two will continue the trend set last
year with the vast majority of
liquid chillers being supplied to the
market being packaged air cooled
type. The Legionella scare and
the publicity that went with it was
enough to drive people away form
the maybe more efficient cooling-
tower/water-cooled condenser
type installation.
It is estimated that this market is
worth between £5 and £6 million,
the majority of which is imported.
As the liquid chiller is the biggest
power consumer on most air
conditioning installations, it will be
the chiller which - while
remaining competitive - can be
shown to have the most effective
kilowatt of cooling per kilowatt of
power input that will win the day.
All the major manufacturers are
now advertising compact, low-
energy - and therefore high
efficiency - liquid chillers.
The increased interest in, and use
of, ice storage systems could
make a small impact on the
volume of this market, but again
most liquid chiller manufacturers
have taken on board an ice
storage system and, as ultimately
the capital cost is approximately
the same for a total liquid chiller
system compared to an ice
storage system, this should not
reduce the suppliers turnover.
The third factor after cost and
efficiency which will effect this
market is the reliability assured by
good service back-up. This is
nothing new, and will not change
the trends of liquid chillers in
1992.
Split Systems
Until recently it was common in
analysis to lump together
packaged equipment with split
system and room air conditioners.
With the dramatic increase in
sales of split systems in the last
few years - and with all
forecasters agreeing that this
growth will continue in the future
- it is unfair to lump these two
product centres together any
longer. In fact, it is estimated that
the split system market is worth
somewhere between £3.5 million
and £4 million installed. The three
main Japanese manufacturers
dominate this market. European
and American manufacturers
allowed the Japanese to get
ahead in this technology and with
the now-proven Japanese
reliability, it will be difficult to catch
them.
The cassette unit with remote
infra-red control is standard for
this product centre now and one
can only forecast that the
Japanese will continue to invest in
further innovations to ensure that
this product centre will continue to
be the fastest-growing of all in the
air conditioning market. The
increased competition for the
multiple indoor unit with as few as
possible outdoor units involving
both heating and cooling will
ensure continued technical
development in this area.
Packaged Equipment
The packaged equipment market,
including the single room-top
packages, has been estimated to
be worth approximately £2 million.
This is the product which serves
the bars, restaurants, clubs, small
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hotel foyers, etc. A major
investment is being made, and
will continue to be made, in the
refurbishment of pubs, clubs and
restaurants. That will ensure the
market for packaged equipment
for 1992.
Terminals, Grilles, Etc;
The product sector covered by
terminals, systems, and grilles
can be very much dominated by a
development such as the Irish
Management Services Centre of
the George's Quay Centre. In a
good year, Le, a year which
includes a major commercial
project, this market can be worth
as much as £5 million on its own.
Again it is high-tech, electronic
control, compatibility with BMS,
compact size for fitting into
smaller and smaller roof voids,
and other such similar factors that
will drive the trends of these
products in 1992 and beyond.
One never ceases to be amazed
at the ingenuity of the innovators
as they further improve on this
very sophisticated area.
There are no obvious major
influences which are going to
change the general face of the air
conditioning industry in 1992.
Packaged equipment and splits
are going to continue to be a
more important part of the market.
They are going to eat into the air
handling unit market except
where specifications drawn up for
specific industrial/manufacturing
process reqirements require the
sort of control and flexibility than
can really only be offered by a
central station air handling unit
system. It is this high-tech, high-
spec aspect which will guarantee
an air handling unit market for the
future.
There is also an increase in the
growth of the awareness of the
availability of air conditioning at a
reasonable cost with a much
greater degree of reliability than
heretofore. It is fair to say that, in
the past, some cowboy installers
using primitive equipment have
given this end of the market a bad
name. The manufacturers are
12 BSNews. January 1992
now producing very reliable,
highly-sophisticated pieces of
equipment which can be installed
at reasonable costs.
Furthermore, the dealers installing
this sort of equipment are better
supported by the manufacturers
and are able to provide a more
professional service of installation
and support. This has given end
users greater confidence in this
type of equipment. These are
some of the factors which will
ensure the continuing growth in
the smaller equipment end of the
market.
1992 and all that. ..
We have been bombarded for a
number of years now about the
opportunities that will be available
to all once Europe formally unites
at the end of 1992. The general
consenses in the air conditioning
industry is one of some scepticism
about how much of an opportunity
and open European market is
really going to be. There is no
doubt in anybody's mind that
opportunities are not going to
come knocking on our doors.
Opportunity will arrive for those
who go and look for it.
However, at home it is felt that the
retrofit and upgrading of existing
buildings will become an
increasingly important market.
Again it is felt that the public are
aware that greater standards of
comfort from temperature,
humidity and noise are available
and both employers and
employees will demand this.
Furthermore, the increase in
sophistication of information
technology will require the
upgrading of existing facilities.
The majority of these will require
air conditioning at some level.
As noted in the opening
paragraph, the main problems
foreseen for 1992 are the
continued downward trend in
margins. This is caused primarily
by the over-keen competition
between the mechanical services
contractors who are then forced to
seek more economic solutions to
their air Gonditioning requirements
in order to complete a project
without making a loss. It is also
felt that there are too many
suppliers in the market competing
for a volume of profit which can
not satisfy them all.
Again, it is back to the argument
of volume vs. margin and what is
going to happen in this area in
1992 is anybody's guess.
There is no doubt that the market
will continue to grow in air
conditioning in Ireland. But great
damage could be done to the
potential growth if the quality of
the installation and service to the
end user is not maintained at a
very high level. Therefore, the
industry must ensure that those
involved in the supply and
installation of equipment have
been properly trained and
properly supported.
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance and ISO 9000
are two words which come to the
fore in 1991 and will be heard
more and more in 1992. Virtually
all the sectors of our industry are
now involved in some way with
Quality Control. The argument
about how one can never recoup
the costs of not only achieving
ISO 9000, but more importantly,
maybe with greater difficulty
maintaining ISO 9000, have been
going on for some period of time.
What is very clear is that those
who do not have a Quality
Assurance System installed will
certainly find it harder and harder
to be included on tender and
supplier lists. It is felt by some
that this state of affairs will only be
reached if Quality Assurance
becomes mandatory of if there is
a general all-industry agreement
to go "Quality Assurance". 1992
may very well be the year which
will determine the success or not
of Quality Assurance.
Turning Green
The "green issues" have been
with us for some time now. The
Americans debate as to whether
there is a hole in the ozone layer
at all; manufacturers of
equipment based on refrigerant
other than R22 have been
furiously re-rating their chemical
equipment to operate on ozone-
friendly refrigerants; New
refrigerants - which the chemical
companies are working on to
replace all the CFC's - are
proving more difficult to find than
was originally thought; Non-toxic
refrigerants have a higher
greenhouse effect than those
14
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THE NEW BH DUO UNITS WITH
G SERIES COMPATIBILITY
IllAT PUMPS RAY·16OIH IlY-260111 RAY-36OIH RAy.......
c.-..lII*i'Y kW 4.1 1.3 10.5 13.0
IIIIIiIIlIl*i'Y kW S.O 1.' 10.' 13.'
Toshiba's new BH DUel units affer the same benefits as our best·
selling (asse"e range with the additional flexibility of ducted units.
Each indoor unit, mounted unobtrusively in a ceiling void, features
built-in discharge outlets to which ducting connects to discharge
grilles. The number of discharge outlets vary according to the model·
from two outlets on the RAY·160BH to four on the RAY-460BH. (The
RAY-160BH hos 0 permanent fixed return grille only).
J'(; s compatibility for greater effidency
These new Duct units ore fully compatible with our GSeries
outdoor units enabling up to two units (RAY-160BH or
RAY-260BH) to be powered from, one outdoor unit. For
example, one RAY-GI253HE8 outdoor unit con power 2 x
RAY-260BH indoor units allowing for 6discharge outlets to
be connect~.
Uniform Cooling and Heating for Total Comfort
Installing Toshibo's new BH Duct system ensures that whatever the
shope of room, both cooling or heating con be delivered at 0 uniform
temperature without cool or .hot spots.
I_f. Muhl-Functioll Controlel'
In common with our other GSeries compatible
units, the RH Duct system is operated via one
micra-<omputer controller. lis LW shows all the
functions and controk including a self-diagnosis
fault-finder. Controlling up to 16 units in one
group, this easily programmable, extremely
sensitive controller detects any change in
temperature via return air sensor and
automatically adjusts it to maintain pre-set temperature levels (onstantly
and effKiently_
(The RAV-360BH ond RAV-460BH hove four dischorge outlets as shown obove.
lhe RAV-260BH has three)
Choke of two air intake operations
With further flexibility in mind, the air intake on the
underside of the indoor units (with the exception
of the 160BH) con be blanked off. Return air
con then be drown instead into the rear of
the units through any number of
ceiling void returns positioned /
throughout the room.
(The RAV-160BH showing flexible duding conneded 10 its two disthorge outlets.
lhis model has 0 fixed return flush mounl grille)
SUm and Stable Outdoor Unit
The slim prafile of the outdoor condenser unit permits installation in 0
narrow space. Ground level, rooftop, balcony or passageway.
Minimum noise, maximum efficiency.
THE TOSHIBA GUAUNTEE
3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR WARUNTY
Toshiba offer a FUll 3YEARS COVER on their entire Air
Conditioning range. And you'll understand why when we
tell you that over the past 6years, 99.7% of units sold
under that Warranty required no repair. This means only 3
in every thausond machines even needed to be looked at.
59Rock Road,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 2832622/2833347
Fax.' 2883821
G.l:.
P ean
Ltd.
T08HIBA
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CONTROLS THE VENTILATION
REDUCES THE COSTS
DIRIVENT offers the consultant I
contractor a complete system
incorporating:-
Primary air handling units;
Dirivent distribution ductwork
and nozzles;
Controls;
Installation;
Commissioning of the
complete system;
Guarantee of space temperature
and gradients.
The FLAKT DIRIVENT system has an
internationally-proven track record
with over 10,000 systems installed in
over 25 countries throughout the
world. It can solve the most complex
of air conditioning problems,
In Ireland, ABB/FLAKT have already
installed over 1,000,000 sq ft. of
DIRIVENT systems, ranging in
application electronic components
assemblies, printing works and
general warehousing.
1
1
jlllll
"'1-ASEA BROWN BOVERI GFlakt Environmental Control Division,Tallaght Business Park,Tallaght, Dublin 24.Tel: (01) 522622. Telefax (01) 599935
Telex: (01) 93681 16
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This technique therefore allows large flows
of air to be directed uniformaly and without
draughts to all parts of the premises, and
this also applies to buildings of complicated
design. In addition, warm air is prevented
from collecting under the roof as it does in
conventional installations.
DIRIVENT can reduce a temperature
difference of 15°C (27°F) between
the floor and roof to 2°C (4°F).
Uniform temperature distribution
Direction nozzles instead of ducts are used
for distribution the treated ventilation air -
horizontally as well as vertically. The air
can thus be distributed over a large surface
and can be directed to the points where it
is best needed. The momentum necessary
for conveying the supply air to the required
place is supplied at all times.
Lower energy consumption - lower
operating costs
Since a lower total air flow is necessary to
provide effective ventilation and since the
temperature at the roof is reduced, the
energy consumption - and thus the .
operating costs - is much lower than. in
conventional systems.
Reduces the investment costs
Owing to the small-bore ducting, the
investment cost of the DIRIVENT system is
often lower than that of conventional
systems for a given level of comfort in
large premises. DIRIVENT offers more
effective ventilation in the occupied zone,
and the total air flow can therefore be
reduced. So a similar central unit can be
installed and the.investment costs can
therefore be reduced further.
The ventilation air is directed by small jets of air from special nozzles to the places where it is
needed, e.g. where more air, more cooling or heating is required.
An additional important advantage of the DIRIVENT system i~ that it can be installed in existing
plants, to improve the pattern of air flow and the temperature distribution. .
The Flakt DIRIVENT system offers the ideal solution to ventiJation problems in large premises,. due to a
high number of air changes in the occupied zone.
Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT in operation
Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT out of operation
Shaded areas show the operating
time, with and without DIRIVENT, for
a gas-fire warm air furnace installed
in a workshop. When the DIRIVENT
system was in service, the bailer was
alightJor only 24% of the time as
against 53% of the time when the
ventilation system was inoperative.
••••I~
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
GFlakt Environmental Control Division,Tallaght Business Park,Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: (01) 522622Telefax (01) 599935Telex: (01) 93681
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"Who has the
ability to
handle all our
Air Conditioning
needs?"
"That's easy"
It's called
"Total Capability"
Walker Air Conditioning is Ireland's major distributor of
environmental control equipment. Walker have the "know how"
to provide energy efficient solutions for the requirements of
the commercial, industrial and retail sectors.
HEATING
•
COOLING
•
DEHUMIDIFACTION
•
HUMIDIFICATION
SUPPLY
•
INSTALLATION
•
SERVICE
•
COMMISSIONING
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Flnglas Road,
Dublin 11.
rei: 01 300844
Fax: 01 308578
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The prestigious Harcourt Centre in Dublin where Tempar a specially-
designed system using Mitsubishi units for BBl Finance Ltd. The design
requirement was unusual in that it necessitated extensive pipe runs -
Mitsubishi being ideally suited - and the creation of customiesed
surrounds for each unit, the ceiling space being a limited 8". Hence a
protrusion of approximately 4" which had to be "designed in" to the ceiling.
There were 11 units installed in this project. Tempar has also been
responsible for the installation of Mitsubishi units on other major projects,
one of the most recent being the 36 units installed at the Prudential
Assurance building in Dublin's lower Mount Street.
PRODUCT REVIEW
AIR CONDITIONING
which have a lower ozone
depletion potential; where is all
the movement towards refrigerant
recovery and recycling?; Are the
major users of CFC's budgeting to
replace their refrigerants with
more ozone friendly ones in
1992? At the moment there is a
lot of talk but very little action on
any of these issues. It is
potentially a huge market for
consultants, contractors and
suppliers, but it is a long way off
unless European legalisation is
enforced in this country.
All in all I believe 1992 will add up
to another year where it will be
difficult to forecast further than 3/4
months ahead. Projects may
arrive on the scene, be designed
and tendered for but, the
decisions to continue with them or
terminate them can be made at
any time. This happened a great
deal in 1991 with those eventually
going ahead always wanted
yesterday.
Reasonable volume with too low
margins on top of this inability for
medium range forecasting will
make 1992 just as difficult as
1991 - or just as exciting
depending on how you want to
look at it!
*Michael Buckley is now an
independent consultant having
recently left Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd to set up on his
own (see cover).
Tempar
While Tempar Ltd has an
extensive product portfolio from
such leading stables as Atlas,
Sveso and of course Mitsubishi,
customer care is the cornerstone
upon which the company bases
its trading philosophy.
In addition to providing brand-
leading, top-quality products,
Tempar is also structured to cater
for all after-sales and servicing
requirements, thereby ensuring
total customer satisfaction.
A team of 14 fully-qualified
engineers - each with a fully-
equipped service vehicle,
including a 2-way radio link with
the main office - allows for
immediate response to urgent
situations, in addition of course to
facilitating a first-class service to
customers on an ongoing basis.
In keeping with this "complete
package" principle is the latest
addition to Tempar's portfolio-
Environment 2000. This state-of-
the-art air conditioning system
isdesigned and manufactured by
Atlas Compac to provide the
ultimate in comfort and application
flexibility within the modern office
floor development.
It is a raised access floor system
with a range of high-specification
panels, strong support structures
and durable, attractive surface
coverings which create the
underfloor plenum. As such, "it
replaces the the inflexibility of
traditional overhead ducted
systems", says Damien Parlour,
Managing Director of Tempar.
Environment 2000 comprises
downward packaged air
conditionoing units with duties
from 3kW to 80kW to cover the
whole spectrum of room duty
requirements.
Air treatment terminals, which
replace a standard 600mm by
600mm panel, are self-contained
underfloor supply air return air
modules with individual controls
for independent zone control.
There are also individual
environment controllers which are
floor-panel mounted, fan-assisted
flexible air discharge columns for
adjustable air supply, precisely
where required.
A full-colour, fully-illustrated
technical brochure detailing
Environment 2000 - The Atlas
solution is available from Tempar.
This latest agency acquisition by
Tempar is seen as a
complementary addition to the
already-established product line-
up from the company, as indeed
is the new range of split systems
from Sveso.
Called the Yeti system, this is a
whole new range of split systems
comprising floor-mounted, ceiling-
suspended and high level wall-
mounted units.
In addition to advanced control
technology, the range also
incorporates new designs, styling,
etc.
Mitsubishi
Electric.
City Multi R2 is the latest
innovatory addition to the
extensive product portfolio of
Mitsubishi Electric's Air
Conditioning Division. It received
its European debut at the London
BSNews. January 1992 1 7
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Thermo Air
Since its modest beginnings in
1980 in a 500 sq m plant, Thermo
Air Ireland Ltd. has grown with
each passing year into a major
market force in the supply of air
heating and ventilation equipment,
both in finished product and
deal with the high number of air
changes in the occupied zone.
Installations to date include
electronics assembly shops and
warehouses, the client list of
users including Digital, Ericcsons,
Intel and PWA Micrisoft.
Advantages of Dlrivent over other
systems include the following:-
Reduced investment costs -
Because of the smaller plant and
ductwork involved, the capital
and installation costs of the
Dirivent system is very often lower
than that of conventional systems
for a specific level of comfort in
large premises.
Lower operating costs - Effective
ventilation is provided with a lower
airflow and this, coupled with
reduced temperature at roof level,
leads to lower energy
consumption. Hence the lower
operating costs.
Because directional nozzles are
used - both vertically and
horizontally - instead of ducts for
the treated ventilation air, it can
be distributed with far greater
control over large surfaces. It can
even be directed to points where it
is most needed.
This technique allows for large
flows of air to be directed
uniformally - and without
draughts - to all part of the
premises. This applies to all
installations, even in instances
where the building is of a
sophisticated, complicated design.
Additionally, warm air is prevented
from collecting under the roof as
can happen with conventional
installations. Stratification is
reduced to a level where in a
7.5m high building, the difference
between ceiling and floor
temperature is 3.5 degrees C.
Details from ABB Flakt
Environmental Control Division,
Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01 -
522622; Fax: 01 - 599939.
ASS Flakt
Dirivent
Dirivent, the air conditioning
system from Flakt, ABB's
Environmental Control Division,
has captured a leading market
share of industrial applications
since its launch a few years ago.
It is ideally suited to large
premises where it is tailored to
control system called F2-VPM
(Fuzzy 2 Vector Pattern Matching
control) which communicates
through a non-polar 2-wire loop
similar to the existing split system
control wiring.
Up to a maximum of 10 indoor
units can be connected within a
range from 50% to 150% of the
outdoor unit capacity. The
additional installation of indoor
units due to layout modifications
can be accepted freely.
There is a choice of 44 indoor unit
models in six types to choose
from, thereby allowing maximum
flexibility to match the scale and
shape of the space to be
conditioned.
Also available is an outdoor air
processing unit called "Fresh
Master." This unit is capable of
providing up to 100% fresh air. It
also incorporates a "Lossnay"
total heat exchange unit for heat
recovery. The unit will provide
high-efficiency air filtration,
humidifation and a refrigerant coil
for supplementary heating or
cooling.
Details from Mitsubishi Electric
Ltd Air Conditioning Division,
Western Industrial Estate, Naas
Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01 -
505007; Fax: 01 - 507343.
H&V Show in the UK just prior to
Christmas and is scheduled to
make its Irish debut later this
year.
The R2 system is the world's first
multi-split to achieve
simuiltaneous heating and cooling
from the multiple indoor units
using just two refrigerant pipes.
The system has a heat recovery
facility giving it a coefficient
performance of up to 6: 1.
The marketplace has been
moving in the direction of a
simultaneous 2-pipe heating and
cooling system for some time,
Mitsubishi Electric pioneering the
development in part because of
the new, more stringent energy
laws recently introduced in Japan.
The need for such a system is
also apparent in Europe where
increased demand on systems
has been caused by a
combination of higher insulation
levels and extra load caused by
additional office automation
output.
For such an innovative
development Mitsubishi Electric
have kept the operating principle
simple. City Multi R2 comprises
outdoor units, indoor units and a
distribution controller.
The system operates by pumping
2-phase refrigerant, liquid and
gas, together in one pipe .and then
separating them, depending on
which mode the indoor units
requires, i.e., heating, cooling
total heat recovery, etc.
R2 also uses inverter-controlled
screw compressors and a new
PRODUCT REVIEW
Mitsubishi Electric City Multi R2 - Up to a ma~im~m of 10 indoor units can
be connected to one outdoor unit refrigerant circuIt.
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Roof Supply
and
Extract Units
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Thermo Air's existing Carlow-
based premises has added yet
another dimension to the already
extensive product range. The
new plant will be devoted to the
production of environmental
equipment such as spray cabins
for the car refinishing industry,
panel spraying, timber lacquering
etc;
In fact, almost any paint coating
process which requires particular
temperature and clean air
conditions can be catered for with
the applied technology of Thermo
Air spraycabins.
Bearing in mind that Thermo Air's
investment, in in-house production
of most of its own components
and the sourcing of the majority of
its raw material requirements from
Irish suppliers indicates its
continued commitment to the Irish
economy. As well as this, the
localised production and storage
capabilities ensure a ready supply
of all components/replacement
parts etc.;
Details from Thermo Air Ltd,
Industrial Estate, Strawhall,
Carlow. Tel: 050343206/31646;
Fax: 0503-42174.
Air handling units with indirect
fired heating sections from Thermo
Air.
ROOF TOP UNITS
exchangers. The latter is a
highly-efficient form of
spacehating, combined with the
felxibiltiy of adding cooling,
filtering, recirculation and
availability in external execution.
Although the indirect fired AHU's
are a relatively new development
for Thermo Air, sales to date and
the very favourable response from
customers reflect the reliability
and quality of the equipment and
design. With many projects
completed so far - including the
Douglas Mall, Cork, and Cineplex
centres around Ireland - the
product looks set to play a major
role in future heating and
ventilation solutions.
The recent completion of a 3000
sq m plant in close proximity to
Ask for our
Complete
documentation!
Extendable with
mlxlng-, filter- and
cooling section
complete air
handling unit
(please also refer
to series
FA and Fe).
AIR HEATING AIR HANDLING
- VENTILATION
UNIT HEATERS
component form.
With a total of over 4500 sq m of
combined production and storage
area now at its disposal - and a
trained workforce of up to 60
personel - Thermo Air has the
capacity to handle large scale
H&V requirements at competitive
rates and delivery periods.
The emphasis at Thermo Air is to
supply a quality product,
competitively-priced and from
stock, within a standardised range
of heating and ventilation
equipment.
The standard range includes unit
heaters, spaceheaters, low-profile
ceiling void units, air curtains, roof
extracVinput units, and the
compact "off the shelf" FC range
of air handling units.
The custom-built range of air
handling units can be supplied
with LPHW heating or,
alternatively, the increasingly-
popular indirect oil/gas fired heat
IHERMO
.AIR 1(;~~_ Industrial Estate Strawhall Carlow Tel.: 0503-31646 Fax: 0503·42174
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HCF Industries reversible liquid chiller with air-cooled condenser
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HCF Industries
In addition to the recent range of
micro-processor controlled
packaged liquid chillers with
screw compressors (up to
1000kW), HCF Industries have
introduced a new range of
reversible liquid chillers and heat
pump systems.
The reversible packaged liquid
chillers (RLAVEl are applied to
installations such as 1-pipe fan
coil systems and replace the
conventional boiler and chiller
combination resulting in lower
capital costs.
The use of multiple-stage
compressor and micro-processor
control results in inherent
standby, capacity reduction and
high COP, at partial load. The
systems are BMS compatible and
regulation of several systems in
parallel and inter seasonal
heating or cooling are possible.
The new water source heat pump
WSHP was developed for variable
zone load application. All areas
which are likely to be heated or
cooled are connected to an un-
insulated water loop kept at a
temperature between 15 deg C
and 32 deg C. Water to air
heatpumps are connected directly
to this circuit.
If cooling within an area is
required, the heat pump operates
in cooling mode, transferring heat
from the condenser back into the
central water loop. Similarly, if
heating within a room is required,
the heat pump reverse-cycle and
the heat is taken form the central
water loop. During the inter-
season some of the heat pumps
operate in cooling mode and
others in heating with the water
loop maintained at a medium
temperature.
With this system the final
user/tenant has complete control
over the local environment and is
conscious of energy savings as
he endures directly the electric
costs of the heat pump operation.
Airwell
Airwell has introduced a complete
new range of aircooled split
system air conditioning units as
well as extending their existing
ranges. The new SAM system is
designed to achieve the highest
standards of environmental
control for comfort applications
while keeping installation and
maintenance costs to a minimum.
Automatic connections on the
refrigerant and electronics side
ensure quick and easy
installation. The use of a
programmable controller ensures
the airconditioning within an area
is matched to the individuals
requirements. Maintenance is
made easy by visualised and
recorded fault/maintenance
information on an LCD screen.
New additions include a
programmable remote controller,
supervisory and auto ventilation
function and reduced unit noise
level.
Additions to other ranges include
a slim line ductable split system
(S1470A) up to 26 kW with
variable fan speed control. Also,
the launch of a new range of
cooling only and reverse cycle
cassette air conditioning systems
(5,7,9,12 kW) will take place in
May.
Hiross
The new range of Hiross
microprocessor-controlled chilled
water air conditioning systems.
Hirange, has been extended by
the additional glycol and aircooled
units, both under and over
configurations up to 74kW.
Although, the Hirange chilled
water units are available up to
114kW, they offer a cost-effective
solution to the concentrated
cooling loads characteristic of
data processing/
telecommunication envi ronments.
All Hirange systems are supplied
with the user-friendly Hiromatic
based on the most advanced
microprocessor technology
available. Hiromatic is available
with either a custom standard
display or an illuminated graphic
display, which shows all data for
the previous 24 hrs in graph form.
Multiple units may be positioned
side by side, as Hirange's various
sizes have identical depth and
height dimensions. Compact
design allows any size unit to be
easily transported, and full frontal
access means that all the units
components are easily accessible
for maintenance.
Despite greater airflow required
for higher sensible heating ratio,
the new design reduces sound
levels by between 2 and 5 dB(A).
Further noise attenuation is
gained by thermal/acoustic lining.
Efficient cooling is insured by the
special angled position of the
large surface area coil, plus the
application of large size fans.
Details on HCF Industries Airwell
and Hiross from DC Compute Air
Ltd, DCCA House, Baldoyle
Industrial Estate, Dublin 13. Tel:
01-392366/321498/321499; Fax:
01 - 392343.
/
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SAC Icebank
Quinnsworth/Crazy Prices have
approximately 70 supermarkets in
this country, only one of which is
airconditioned. At their new store
in Santry situated near Dublin
airport, which has a floor area of
about 30,000 sq ft they decided to
apply full airconditioning. They
have subsequently installed a
similar installation at their store in
Portlaoise.
At Santry, the original
specification called for a 315kw
standard water chiller connected
to a normal air handling unit,
feeding into a ducted distribution
system, heating by hot water from
gas-fired boiler with the possibility
of dehumidification.
The display cases in the
supermarket on the high
temperature side Le. fresh meat,
diary produce, vegetables, etc; -
were to be run by a refrigeration
compressor pack of three
compressors giving a total of
125kw, evaporating at -13 deg c.
It was estimated that only 25 kw
of this was required for night-time
operation when the load is
reduced by the use of insulating
blinds, low lighting levels, no
heating, no occupation.
Therefore, RSL considered how
best to use this 1OOkw that was
available for airconditioning.
The total cooling requirement for
the hottest possible day was
estimated to be about 1700kw, so
an ice bank of this capacity,
model TSU-455F, was selected.
The floorspace available for the
ice-bank was originally designated
with the chiller in mind, so this
non-standard ice chiller had to be
selected in order to store the
required amount of ice in the
restricted area available.
It was assumed that up to 12
hours would be available to build
ice, so a compressor duty of
140kw was required. It was then
decided that an additional 40kw
compressor would be added to
the pack to handle the larger duty.
This also has the possibility to run
during the day if necessary,
although this is unlikely.
The condenser was also
increased in size to handle the
extra capacity. Glycol is cooled
using two SWEP brazed plate
heat exchangers and then
pumped through the ice chiller
coils. The system operates at -15
deg c. during the day and this also
suited the glycol chilling at night.
The store was at an advanced
stage of design and indeed some
building work had already started
when RSL introduced the idea of
using ice, so it was impossible to
consider using low temperature
air on the airconditioning side.
This will be promoted in future
projects.
The main advantages are as
follows:-
• Initial cost cheaper;
• Noise was a problem on this site
and a standard chiller would not
have been possible;
• The total airconditioning
electrical load is paid for at night
rate charges;
CROSSFLOW
AIRCONDlTIONING
CROSSFLOW AIRCONDITIONING
THE SPECIALIST IN COOLING EQUIPMENT
AND WE PROVIDE THE SERVICE
IT'S NOT MAGIC
WE HAVE THE EQUIPMENT KLIMATECHNIK WATER CHILLERS
I.M.I. PACKAGED AIRCONDITIONING
EDPAC CLOSE CONTROL SYSTEMS
IT'S LISTENING TO THE CUSTOMER
CALL CROSSFLOW AT 01-954521 FAX: 01-953978
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Sizes 016 .nd 020 (mm)
For instance, Toshiba continues
to lead the field in cassette
technology with its range of
advanced split-system heat pump
units. By incorporating a powerful
centrifugal fan, which is virtually
vibration-free, they have produced
a unit which is quieter than ever in
operation. Yet this current range
of units is also remarkably
compact, the ceiling panel being
the slimmest yet with a profile of
just 28mm.
Additional featuresinclude:- auto-
turn louvres; long-life filter; 50-
metre separation.
This latter feature is especially
important making increased
separation between indoor and
outdoor units of up to 30 metres
possible on models RAV·
160UH/RAV-260UH; and up to 50
metres on models RAV-
360UH/RAV-460UH. When linked
to the G Series twin-split system,
two indoor units can be powered
from one outdoor unit, saving
space and installation time.
water heat pump chiller, they are
an attractive energy-saving
package.
Carrier hydronic air conditioning
system use up to 80% less HCFC
than direct expansion HCFC
systems.
Details from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Dublin Industrial
Estate, Dublin 11. Tel: 01-
300844; Fax: 01·308578.
Toshiba air conditioning can
provide the complete answer to
your clients environmental needs
because of its refined split-system
heat pump technology which
gives total temperature control the
whole year through cooling the air
in summer, heating efficiently in
winter - and maintaining
comfortable balanced
temperatures at all times. There
is a complete range of air
conditioners for every site and
situation, all backed by a 3-year
warranty.
Toshiba
The G Series Twin Multi-System
is an advanced air-to-air system
which enhances Toshiba's
refrigeration technology and
couples it with a clever, compact
and lightweight outdoor unit. The
...
...
Sizes 008 .nd 010 (mm)
... ;-
Carrier hydronic air conditioning ...
from Walker Air Conditioning.
portfolio, Walker Air Conditioning
have a wide range of computer
design programmes form all their
suppliers.
Also supporting the extensive
product portfolio is a highly-
motivated experienced and
professional service and
commissioning team. The
Service Department of Walker Air
Conditioning is now actively
involved in the promotion of the
Carrier split system range,
primarily the cassette type unit,
and has made significant inroads
into the Irish market in the past 12
months.
Also new to the extensive Carrier
range is the new 42 WK hydronic
cassette system. These space-
saving hydronic cassettes are for
more than comfortable living and
working conditions. They provide
heating, cooling, dehumidification,
air filtration and mixing of outdoor
air with ambient air, and are
typically installed in false ceilings.
The hydronic cassette offers a
modern solution for a wide variety
of small and medium-sized
commercial and residential
applications and is ideally suited
for large offices, beauty salons,
restaurants, bars, hotel
receptions, meeting rooms,
photographic studios, banks,
laboratories and showrooms.
The design of the air distribution
grille blends aesthetically with any
decor. The Carrier hydronic
cassette is available in four sizes,
with cooling capacities from four
to 11 kw, and heating capacities
from 10 to 24 kw.
When used with a Carrier air to
PRODUCT REVIEW
• Airconditioning chillers run most
of their lives partially loaded;
• Possibility to use ice bank as
direct water chiller during the day-
time if ice fully depleted.
The refrigerationlicebank
installation was carried out by
Linde Refrigeration Ltd. The
mechanical
services/airconditioning
installation was carried out by L
Lynch Ltd.
Details from RSL (Irl) Ltd, 48a
Robinhood Industrial Estate, Long
Mile Road, Dublin 22. Tel: 01·
508011; Fax: 01-559592.
Walker Air
Conditioning ..
Walker Air Conditioning needs no
introduction to the Irish
marketplace. Going back now
over 20 years they are still among
the pioneering handful, who first
introduced new concepts of air
conditioning to this country.
Carrier, a name synonymous with
air conditioning, is still a dominant
force in the liquid chiller market
and Walker Air Conditioning have
plans to capitalise on this position
of strength, to capture a large
percentage of this market sector.
Walker Air Conditioning through
Menerga, are now becoming
heavily involved in the leisure
area, primarily in the swimming
pool sector, which they recognise
as a fast expanding sector of the
Irish market. With the Menerga
range of dehumidifiers which they
intend to increase their market
share.
With the growing strength of Epos
Controls, Walker Air Conditioning
are now offering total project
capability, being able to supply
chillers, terminals, controls and air
handling units.
Liebert continues with its product
development and the latest
product on the market is the LS
400 range of small computer
room units for close controls and
air handling units.
To support this extensive product
22 BSNews, January 1992
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Conventional
type
S4%redudion
Intallatian space: 13.7m
'
300
Cost-effective,
both installation
and running
costs;
Full 3-year Parts
and Labour
Guarantee;
Lower capital cost
than central plant
equipment;
Better suited to
refurbishment
work;
Heating and
cooling capacity
is provided at all
times,
independent of
the mode of
operation of other
areas of the
building;
System operation
is simple. Trained
operators are not
required as with central plant
equipment.
Latest addition to the Toshiba
range are the new BH Duct units
with G-Series compatibility. BH
Duct units offer the same benefits
I 0
~
''-=~"an(550 6)
/ la
-tHlIl't-- ~on(rrnntl --It''
/'- .,13500
Installation space: 6.3m
'
units from just a single controller.
Additional features include:-
Lightweight construction for
rooftop installation - avoids
necessity for reinforcement;
Simple to install with minimum
design requirements;
The compact outdoor unit
requires less ventilation space -
up to 54% less roof space than
conventional units - a big benefit
is premises where space is at a
premium. And, when arranged in
banks of up to 10 units, you have
the ability to power up to 20
indoor units.
result is a system which can
power two indoor units from just
one outdoor unit - with increased
separation up to 100 meters
equivalent and piping head up to
50 metres.
Toshiba's multi-function controller
means you can control up to 16
Completely compatible with all
Series 3 Indoor Units, there is a
range that will suit every
application through cassette,
ceiling floor, wall-mounted and BH
duct.
PRODUCT REVIEW
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Cabinetheaters, unitairheaters, airhandlingunits,
radiant heating, destratilication units, industrial-
heating equipment, pipebending machines
Pioneer Gas Systems Ltd.
Specialists in CommerciallIndustrial Heating Systems
Imperial House,
Roche Street, Limerick.
Tel: (061) 317417
Fax: 310951
Mark Eire B.V.
Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork Ireland
Telephone 026-45344/45367 Fax 026-45383
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RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Distributors of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
All Mark equipment is sold with
the understanding that winter heat
Mark ventilation equipment is
employed with great success in
small, medium-sized and large
hotels, disco areas with capacities
up to 5000 people, and industrial
buildings where positive and
correct ventilation is a must for the
welfare of the personnel, products
and the building itself.
As varying temperature rises are
a necessity for comfort conditions,
Mark units are supplied with high-
low burners or fully-modulating
burners, depending on the
situation.
industrial drying and heating
equipment (direct and indirect-
fired) are available for inspection
in a number of process plants
throughout Ireland.
Mark equipment with gas approval
is also in use throughout Europe.
For example, Watson House
(British Gas); Germany; France
and Holland. The fact that each
unit is computer-tested prior to
leaving the factory is insurance to
all customers.
Mark have heating units from
10Kw up to 1000Kw in single units
and air volumes from 300 metres
cubed per hour up to 7600 metres
cubed in a single unit.
Mark stands for reliable products,
excellent service and a product
which is second to none on the
market.
Cabinet heaters, unit air heaters,
air handling units, radiant heating
equipment, restratificaiton units,
extraction units, industrial heating
and drying equipment, water unit
heaters and pipe bending
machines.
Mark units are also designed with
air distribution systems which
ensure proper distribution of the
air for ultimate comfort conditions.
Mark units are available for
inspection in utilities, for example
shops up to very large companies
employing over 6,000 people.
Mark ventilation systems are also
available for inspection throughout
the country and the range of Mark
The following is a brief resume of
the Mark range:-
Details from GT Phelan Ltd, 59,
Rock Road, Blackrock Co Dublin.
Tel: 01-2832622; Fax: 01-
2883821.
as the cassette range with the
additional flexibility of ducted
units. Each indoor unit, mounted
unobtrusively in a ceiling void,
features built-in discharge outlets
to which ducting connects to
discharge grilles.
Mark Eire BV
Mark has 45 years experience in
heating, ventilation and air control
of industrial buildings. The name
The number of discharge outlets
vary according to the model -
from two outlets on the RAV-
160BH to four on the RAV-
460BH. (The RAV-160BH has a
permanent fixed return grille only).
See also page 13.
PRODUCT REVIEW
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_________e _
Rm Cork Tel: 021-317221. Fax: 021-317222.51:: Dublin Tel: 01-508011. Fax: 01-559592.
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is not the only requirement.
Summer ventilation can be a
much greater consideration in
Ireland. As a consequence of
this, all units are supplied with
either summer or summer/winter
operation. When specifying Mark
equipment, it is necessary to bear
this in mind as additional
dampers, mixing boxes, filters, air
grilles and weather grilles can be
supplied as part of the unit to
transform it from a basic heating
unit in to a full heating and air
conditioned unit.
In installations where basic units
have been installed and it now
becomes necessary to update this
to a full air handling system, Mark
is available for advice in order to
supply the extra parts to give the
controls necessary for the new
situation.
The necessity to conserve energy
and cut heating bills prompted
Mark to manufacture the
recirculation unit (eco fan). This
unit can reduce heating bills in
standard industrial buildings by as
much as 30% per year. The
heating equipment, the ventilation
equipment, and the use of a
building management system give
the ultimate in control and comfort
to a number of factory
environments at present.
Mark have upgraded their in-
house quotation system in order
to give the most precise
information necessary and in a
timely manner to consultants,
contractors and end users.Mark
have heating extraction and
ventilation units for all situations
and everybody's needs. The
design team will assist with
design work if necessary.
Details from Mark Eire BV
Coolea, Macroom, Co Co;k. Tel:
026-45334; Fax: 026-45383.
Agent: Pioneer Gas Systems Ltd,
Imperial House, Roches Street,
Limerick. Tel: 061-317417; Fax:
061-310951.
Crossflow
Crossflow Air conditioning Ltd
represents quite a number of
world-leading alc names, details
of the most prominent being as
follows:-
Firstly, there is the IMI group of
companies. They have three
divisions, details of each being as
follows:-
Marstair - Comfort split system
heat pumps form 2.5 to 15 kw.
Wall or ceiling-mounted and
cassette units.
With the new Impact, high wall-
mounted systems and for the
cassette series, IMI have
introduced a new controller. The
feature of the controller is that it
can either be wall-mounted and
hard wired into the unit or used
remotely with infra red operation.
A significant advantage form the
Marstair range is the ability to
offer "high sensible cooling" units
from the wide selection of air
handlers and matching
condensing unit.
Built-in humidifiers and high-grade
filter options are also available,
making the Marstair Hilo a
competitive solution for computer
or communication equipment
rooms.
Deltaclima - This IMI company
manufactures a range of
packaged roof-top cooling and air
to air heat pumps. Aircooled
chillers and specialised air source
heat pumps, 8 to 40 kw are
available in standard or super
silent versions.
Air King Fan Coils - A wide
range of carcase or cased 2 or 4-
pipe fan coils with or without
inbuilt controls. The Airking
manufacturing programme also
features the Hydronic cassette fan
coil with in-built condensate
pump. This type of ceiling-
mounted and concealed fan coil
unit is particularly suitable for
refurbishment projects, where
cooling is being introduced into an
existing office building, which has
an already installed perimeter
heating system.
Secondly, there is Kilmatechnik -
GEPE Chillers.
Kilmatechnik supply a wide range
of quality units with all European
components for future easy
service and replacement. Units
on offer are:-
Standard range - water cooled,
30 to 1000 kw; packaged air
cooled 20 to 1040 kw; and remote
condenser type, 30 to 1100 kw.
Low energy range - From 80 to
700 kw, these are basically a
packaged air cooled chiller with
in-built "rad cooling" coils. The
controls monitor ambient and
return water temperatures, and
when the ambient is below the
return water, a diverting valve
routes the water to the rad cooling
coils, to pre-cool before it reaches
the DX chiller.This incremental
free cooling is most useful for
year-round process applications
and large computer suites.
Crossflow installed 8 low-energy
chillers in 1991, with a total
capacity of 3,500 kw.
Total Heat Recovery Machines-
These systems comprise a liquid
chiller, a liquid cooled condenser
and an air-cooled
condenser/evaporator in a single
package. They can deliver all
chilled water - all hot water up to
53 Deg C - or chilled water and
hot water simultaneously.
Finally, there is Edpac Close
Control Equipment - Crossflow
are pleased to report a record
year of sales for the well-
established Edpac Modulaire
range of close control units. An
encouraging feature has been the
high proportion of free cooling
systems sold. In April, Edpac will
introduce a new small modular
range, from 4 to 20 kw, close
control, fully packaged up-flow or
down-flow systems to
complement the larger Modulaire
range.
In December, Edpac secured a $2
million contract from a Dutch
Iranian consortium. Not quite as
impressive, but mirroring this
success, Crossflow have placed
orders with the Carrigaline factory
for 10 Modularie units since 1
January of this year.
Full details on all of the above
from Crossflow Air Conditioning
Ltd, Three Rock Road, Sandyford
Industrial Estate, Dublin 18. Tel:
01-954521; Fax:01-953978.
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What is Legionnaires' Disease?
What is Legionnaires
disease? How is it
contracted? What are
the risks? What
precautions can be
taken? In this
article, Declan
Fitzmaurlce of
Thermo-Logic Ltd,
attempts to clear the
air with regard to the
association of
legionnaires disease
with evaporative
condensers.
I n 1976. 182 members of thePenslyvanian AmericanLegion attending a
convention in Philadelphia
contracted a previously-
unrecognised form of
pneumonia that became known
as legionnaires' disease. Twelve
legionnaires died before it was
even suspected that the
problem resulted from a
common cause. and 29 deaths
occurred in that particular
outbreak.
Legionellosis is the generic term
used for infections caused by
the bacterium Legionella
Pneumophilia. and also other
infections without pneumonia
such as pontiac fever caused by
different species of bacteria
from the same family.
Legionella organisms are
widespread in natural water
sources and have been found in
rivers. lakes. streams. mud and
soil, as well as in man-made
water systems such as
humidifiers. showers and
cooling towers.
The disease can only be
contacted by inhaling airborne
droplets or particles containing
the bacteria which are enough
to pass deep into the lungs.
Even then. only 1% of people
exposed will develop symptoms
of the disease. It seems that
that those most susceptible are
male. middle-aged. smokers and
those with a respiratory. alcohol
26 B SNews . January 1992
or kidney problem.
The fatality rate is
approximately 12%. but the
disease can be treated effectively
with antibiotics. There are
roughly 300 cases of
legionnaires' disease reported in
England and Wales each year
while there is an estimated
180.000 cases of pneumonia
from all causes.
You could in fact drink a glass
of water containing the
legionnaires' disease bacteria
and suffer no adverse effects.
An aerosol or spray is necessary
to transmit the bacteria to the
lungs. The aerosol or droplets
may be created in various ways
such as spraying. bubbling or
impacting water. The bacteria
will not survive in water above
55 Deg c, and will remain
dormant in water below 20Degc.
So what is the risk of an
outbreak arising and what can
be done to prevent it?
The Health and Safety Executive
in the UK published two
excellently-written booklets to
provide comprehensive gUidance
in this area. (see references).
First on the list of possible
sources is the cooling tower.
Many outbreaks in the UK and
USA have been attributed to
cooling towers. although
generally the cause can be
traced to inadequate
maintenance.
Evaporative condensers are also
on the list however. and section
74 of the "control oflegionellosis
including legionnaires' disease"
booklet states:- "Evaporative
condensers are sometimes used
for air conditioning or industrial
cooling applications. The
evaporative condenser combines
the functions of both the cooling
tower and the conventional
condenser as water is sprayed
directly over the cooling coils.
The volume of water in the
evaporative condenser is less
than in a cooling tower system
and the control of water quality
may be more difficult. Cases of
legionellosis have been
attributed to evaporative
condensers. They should.
therefore. be regarded as
presenting a similar risk and
requiring similar precautions."
Evaporative condensers have
been implicated in legionnaires'
disease outbreaks in the USA,
and technically there is a
possibility of risk in this part of
the world. In fact there are no
known cases of legionnaires'
disease being caused by
evaporative condensers in the
UK or Ireland.
Probably the most recent
recorded outbreak in the USA
was in 1988 at a hotel for the
elderly. In an investigation. it
was found that aerosols
contaminated with the
legionnaires disease bacteria
travelled from an evaporated
condenser to the hotel's air
intake. and into the rooms.
Evaporative condensers can
operate at higher temperatures
in the USA. and this may
account for the absence of
outbreaks in the UK and
Ireland. However. this should
not encourage complacency.
So what can be done to prevent
an outbreak?
The Industrial Water Society in
the UK has a 6-page booklet
called "Keeping Your Cooling
Tower Safe". This is available
free of charge (send a SAE, A4
size) and should be obtained by
all owners and users of
evaporative condensers and
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For further information contact
1 Tolka Quay Road, Dublin 1
Telephone 365688. Fax 365642
(2) The Prevention Or Control
Of Legionellosis (including
legionnaires' disease).
Approved code of practice.
Price: £2.25.
Both available from HMSO
London. Tel: 03071-873 0011;
HMSO Belfast. Tel: 084-
238451.
(3) Minimising The Risk Of
Legionnaires' Disease (TMI3)
ClBSE London;
(4) Keeping Your Cooling Tower
Safe - Maintenance Guidelines
For The Prevention Of
Legionnaires' Disease,
Industrial Water Safety, Staffs.
03-0827-289558;
(5) Legionnaires' Disease In
Refrigeration & Associated
Equipment, Institute of
Refrigeration, JR Oughton April
1987;
(6) Controlling Legionnella In
Cooling Towers. J Barbaree,
ASHRAE Journal, June 1991;
(&) Health & Safety Authority,
Department of Labour, Dublin.
Tel: 01-603388.
The simple-ta-use
Polyurethane spray foam kit
FROTH-PAK
~ Thermo Pock Ltd.
• Insulating walls
• Floors and roofs
• Filling holes
and gaps
• Sealing voids for
asbestos removal
Use For-
preparation of a Safety
Statement. Where legionnaires'
disease and evaporate
condensers or cooling towers
are concerned, what is good
practice in the UK would
almost certainly be applicable
here also.
Conclusion:
Legionnaires' disease is rare,
and cooling towers and
evaporative condensers are not
the major source of outbreaks.
Evaporative condensers have
never been implicated as the
source of an outbreak in the
UK or Ireland. The risk of the
disease can be entirely
eliminated by following the
correct operating and
maintenance procedures.
References
(1) The Control Of Legionellosis
Including Legionnaires'
Disease. Health and Safety
Series booklet HS(G) 70. Price
£2.75.
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cooling towers. The current
edition is being revised, and the
new edition should be available
in about three weeks.
The society states that
legionnaires' disease is entirely
preventable by following the
correct operating and
maintenance procedures, and
that good maintenance is
within the capability and
budget of all employers, and
that it is the responsibility of
the employer to ensure that
such measures are carried out.
Developments in the UK
The Health & Safety Executive
booklets mentioned earlier
clearly assign specific
responsibilities to designers,
manufacturers, importers,
suppliers and installers of plant
or water systems, and also to
owners, employers and
operators. These
responsibilities should be
clearly understood by all
concerned, and sufficient
literature, infonnation, and
advice is available (see
references).
The HSE in fact bought a case
against a wallpaper
manufacturing company in
Blackburn after an outbreak of
legionnaires'disease. It alleged
that the company failed to take
all reasonable steps to ensure
that measures for controlling
the bacterium by adding a
biocide to the cooling water
were carried out.
Further legislation in the UK
may be introduced in the near
future requiring operators of
cooling towers and evaporative
condensers to register their
systems with their local
authority. These proposals by
the HSE are still at the
consultative stage.
Like the UK Control of
Substances Hazardous to
Health Regulations 1988, and
the Health and Safety at Work
Act 1974, the Irish Safety,
Health and Welfare at Work Act
1989 places considerable
responsibilities on employers.
Not least of these is the
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And what of Michael Buckley?
He kept that move(see Cover of
this issue) very close to his
chest.
The number of stories doing the
rounds because of his departure
from Walkers are worth
recording in a separately-bound
volume. Many are predictable
and straightforward enough but
some are fantastically-inventive.
Come on Michael...put us all
out of our misery.
Of course it goes without saying
that I, like everyone else, wish
you well in whatever venture you
have in mind. If the goodwill
you have behind you from within
the bUilding services sector is a
contributory factor in success,
then you're already there.
Meir was asked the secret of the
Israeli success during the 7-Day
War. She replied that it had
been quite simple. They
gathered all the sub-contractors
together on the top of a hill and
shouted "charge" and you
know, she said, nobody can
charge like a SUb-contractor!
No doubt, to find verification of
this historical ''facf' you will have
to consult the a la Enda Ryder
version of the life and times of
Mrs Golda Meir.
00
Talk of money and margins
brings to mind Enda Ryder's
excellent pre-Christmas address
at the CIBSE Celebrity Lunch in
Clontarf Castle.
He concluded with the following
anecdote in respect of the
importance of sub-contractors
through history.
During an American lecture tour
after she had retired as Prime
Minister of India, Mrs Golda
service to the need to retain
sensible margins while at the
same time capitulating to market
forces which go directly against
that effort.
Yet at least one entrepreneurial
Russian I read of recently
seems to have solved the
problem.
He was selling Russian military
watches at $10 each. A
westerner asked for three and
suggested an overall price of
$25. The Russian reacted with
a "not-born-yesterday" grin and
demanded $35.
When queried he said that he
was deeply puzzled by bulk
discounts. By his reckoning if a
customer wants more of
something then he want it more.
So, you charge him more. "It
stand to reason" he said.
And so it does you know.
000
Underwater golf... Yes, I know
it sounds like heresy to real
golfers but you will undoubtedly
find it more acceptable given
that it is yet another example of
the weird sense of fun and
relaxation the Japanese have
come up with.
Apparently, an indoor heated
pool in Osaka is running courses
which cost in the region of £80
for a month. It is claimed to be
the perfect way to stay
fiLaccording to an instructor
swinging a club under water
consumes three times more
energy than on land.
Even dedicated members of the
diminishing non-golfing
fraternity within the industry like
myself could well be swayed by
this new development. It is
obviously the perfect way to stay
fit and lose weight.
Mitsubishi Electric senior executives - including Managing Director Mr Masao Nishimura _. pictured in Kilkee
Castle earlier this month in the company of personnel from its officially-appointed air conditioning distributor
network. The occasion was the dealer conference of the Mitisubishi Electric Air Conditioning Division.
Lessons in capitalism from the
Russians. We in the West like
to think of ourselves as the
experts in capitalism and
currently so-called western
experts are queuing up for the
opportunity to teach the
Russians how the system works.
However, perhaps they have a
thing or two to teach us about
the fundamentals of capitalism.
We all (including myself) pay lip-
oo
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Clyde offer you a choice of Combat or Powrmatic
Warm Air Handling Equipment - all ex-stock from
Ireland's largest stockists of warm air heaters.
Not only do we offer a complete range of oil and
gas fired, free-standing warm air heaters but we
also stock a large range of both Combat and
Powrmatic gas fired unit heaters - all available at
very competitive prices!
Clyde Systems ltd are one of the oldest
established suppliers of Industrial Space Heaters;
our range is second to none. In terms of back-up
service, Clyde reign supreme with over twenty
skilled technicians all around the country to assist
with any problems at very short notice.,
Ask for a quotation - you will be surprised at our
extremely com petitive prices!
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges.
Pre ure, Level, Flow Switche and Meter
MA OTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial in trument
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